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ON THE SUMMABILITY AND REGIONS OF
SUMMABILITY OF A GENERAL CLASS OF SERIES
OF THE FORM 2 c n g(x+n).
INTRODUCTION.
»
In several memoirs presented to the American Mathemat-
ical Society during the last few years Professor R. D. Carmichael
has considered series of the form
-fl(x) = l c n g(x+n), il(x) = 2 c n
n = o n=o
g ( x )
where the quantities Cn are independent of x and the function
g(x) is restricted mainly as to its analytic and asymptotic char-
acter in a certain sector V including in its interior tne positive
axis of reals.
.
The above series are fundamental in expansion problems
in the theory of difference equations and tne most important cases
(and those arising most naturally from tne tneory of linear differ-
ence equations) are those in whicn tne exponents in trie asymptotic
representation of g(x) are linear functions of x. Certain special
functions g(x) belonging to the class thus aefined give rise (see
memoir II) to tne factorial series and to some generalizations of
tnem wnich play the fundamental role in certain important recent
investigations (see references in memoir II).
I. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 17 (1916), pp . 207-232*
II. Bui. Amer. Math. Soc, vol. 23 (1917), pp . 407-425.
HI.Amer. Jour, of Math., vol. 39 (1917), pp . 385-403.'
IV. A ffler. Jour, of Math., vol. 40 (1918), pp . 113-126




So far the question of summability of the series
-Q.(x)
has been treated only for the case of factorial series and only
the Cesaro method and the exponential method of Borel have been
used for the purpose. In 1906 Landau x showed that the factor-
ial series and the Dirichlet series
2 tlJjL , 2 ll_ ,
3=0 x(x*D. , . . (x+s) 3=1 S X
have the same points of convergence (except for x = 0, -1, . .).
In each of the above series tne region of convergence has as its
interior the portion of a plane to the right of a line R(x) = A,
where A is an appropriately aetermined constant and R(x) repre-
sents the real part of x. Bohr * has established the existence
of a sequence of real numbers A,,, K Zt K 3f . . (A i-A 2=A 3 = . . . . )
such that each of the two foregoing series is summable of oraer r
in a half-plane R(x) > A
r ( r
= 1,2,3, . . . ) but not summable (
for _R(x) < A f . As n approaches infinity A n approaches a lim-
it A. The line R(x) = A plays an important and fundamental
role for the functions defined by the Dirichlet series while N6r-
lund 8 has shown that the number A does not have a similar proper
ty for the factorial series.
The present paper will deal with the summability of the
above series by the method of Cesaro. After the definition of the
series il(x) and A(x) in section I and the statement of two
lemmas necessary for succeeding proofs, we proceed to the determin-
ation of the character of the regions of summability of order r
(Cr) of the series. In section III the character of the regions
with respect to uniform summability (Or) is determined. Auxiliary
series (of the nature of Dirichlet series) are introduced in section
IV and their properties developed in so far as necessary for the
succeeding section V in which is taken up the determination of the
Munchener Sitzungsberichte, vo l. 36 (1906), pp . 151-218.
* Gottinger Nachricnten, ( 1909)
, pp. 247-2*2.
a Paris Comptes Rendus, vol. 158 (1914) pp.. 1325-1328.

regions of summabil ity (Or) of the series -Q_(x) and jfl(x) in
terms of the coefficients of those series. Also the necessary
and sufficient condition on the coefficients is given for the ser-
ies to be suraaiable (Cr). In the final paragraph various relations
are given for a special series of the above class.

4.
I. DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL CONCEPTS.
As specified above, let g(x) be a single-valued, analytic
function of the complex variable x having the asymptotic character
(1)
P(x) Q(x) r
g(x) ru x e 1 + *i i£
valid for x approaching infinity in a positive sense along any
line whatever parallel to the axis of reals, tne functions P(x)
and Q(x) being polynomials which may be written in the form
P(x) = u + U M k x'ix + u 2 x +
( ii k 'f if *>C )}
Q(x) = Po + PiX + p 2 X* + P m X
m
( P m
^ if m>0 )..
We assume if k=0 that m is greater than unity in order to avoid
cases which are unimportant for our present purpose. We shall
mean by rS e t '^°% r where the principal determination of log r
is taken. Let o denote P^ or according as m is or is
not greater than k
We shall understanl the asymptotic relation (1) to be
an abbreviation for the infinite sequence of limits
(2) lim x s g( x) x
-P(x) -0(x) /- a 4 a 2
=
(
the limit being taken for x approaching infinity in a positive
sense along an arbitrary line parallel to the axis of reals.
We are thus led by the definition of any function g(x)









n Cx) = = 2 c n
g(x) n -° g(x)
where the coefficients c« ( n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) are independ-
ent of x. A value of x for which any one of the functions
g(x), g(x+l), . . . g(x+l) g(x+2)
______ t ______
g(x) g(x)
has a singularity will be callel an exceptional value or an excep-
tional point for the series .ft(x) [ H (x)]. Other values of x
will be callel non-exceptional. In order to avoid cases without
value for our purposes we shall assume that g(x) is of such a
character that there is a region in tne x-plane containing no ex-
ceptional points for the series. The above region may be a one
or a two dimensional region, the former arising if we consider x
as varying along a single line in the sector V where this line
is parallel to the axis of reals.
(Cr) wnen





exists and is finite, where S n (an) is given by
S„
r)
(an) = an ft1)--. + ( r
* 2
Jan_ 2 + . a i
In determining the character cf the regions of summabii-
ity (Cr) of fl(x) we need tne following lemmas:
Lemma I. If S un is summable (Cr) and the (r+1) series
l\&*n\ , I n|A*a.J , I /lA^aJ *
A an denotes the pth difference, oc„- p a„ +1 + • ?tijS) °W+ . . + (-) p an4l

all converge, and if lim ocn = 0, then the series
n = <x
2 un* an is summable (Cr) and the summab il ity-value is
equal to the sum of the absolutely convergent series
2 S« A ot„
.
Lemma II. If 2 u* is summable (Cr) and if «i, a s , a a# , , .
are functions of the complex variable x for which the
following conditions hold:.
1. I<*nl has a finite upper bound in a given closed
domain D;
2. lim ocn = ;
3. the (r+1) series
r i r 1 I
2|A<x n |, 2 n lA*aJ , . . . . 2 n I A a„ I
all converge uniformly in D ;
then 2 un * is uniformly summable (Cr) in D with the
summab il ity-value
,.v s. ,
» 2 S n A ot„
where the absolute value of tne terms of the last series
Vaf Iff form a uniformly convergent series in D.
The above conditions are less simple than they may be





arj | implies that of all the other r series in the
conditions of Bohr written above.
x Bohr, l..c, pp. 248-249.
Bromwich, Math. Amnalen, Bd.65 (1908), p. 361.
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II. CHARACTER OF THE REGION OF SUKMAB ILITY (Cr).
Let us suppose that the series -Q(x) is summabie for
a given value x of x which is non-exceptional for n(x). We
shall then find conditions on the value feP* xi of x such as to
insure that J7(x) is summabie (Cr) for x=x x , where x x is a
non-exceptional value for Xl(x). Making use of Lemma I we have,
setting
, \ g(xi+n)
u n - o n g ( x + n ) , a n = }
g(x + n)
where / is an integer so chosen that g(x + n) / if n - I






converges and that lim otn = .
In determining when the above series 2 n r lA
r
con-
verges we shall need to know the asymptotic cnaracter of «n with
respect to n. When x is held fixed the following formula gives
the asymptotic character with respect to n :
C~>; g (x + n) ™ e sn ( 1
)
where snl^i denotes a series in non-negative powers of 1/n with
constant term t ana p«(x) ana qn(x) are quantities which may
be written in the form
(7) pn(x) = v on +v inX + v 2ri x se + ..... +v Kn x
K
,
qnCx) = Pw*Px»x+P*,x*+ .... ^pX 111
+ rinX+r 2 nX*+ .... + Yk n X
K
.
















2 U-2/ 3 U-3
s s. 0, 1, 2, . . , k
Referring back to (6) we have
log n [pn(xi)-p« (x )3 + tqn ( x i)-qn (xo )
)
O) «n ^ e 3»(1).
By means of this relation we determine conditions on the series
such that it is convergent. pn ( x i )-pn (
x
) is a polynomial in n
of degree k-1 and q n ( x i)-qn ( xo ) is a polynomial in n and its
degree is m-1 in case m is greater than k. (In case k or
is zero the corresponding difference function is zero.) cep
arating tnen, the cases according as k is or is not less than m
we shall consider the second condition of Lemma I. For k = m
the leading term in the exponent of the second member of (9) when
this exponent is expressed as a polynomial in n and log n, is
(10) ,
K-1
a li^Ui-xo/n log n
Considering this leading term alone we see that it is sufficient
in order tnat lim «n = that x and Xi be connected by the
relation
R{m k xi) < R(p k x }4
If k < m, then m = 2,. since by hypothesis m > 1 it k = 0. In
the exponent of the second member of (9) the leading term is
m-1(11) m P m ( x i-xo ) n
when the exponent is expressed as a polynomial in n and log n.
Then a sufficient condition for lim a n = is that
R(p
m xxj < R(p m x ]
Next consider the convergence of the series 2 n'
r + 1
Again
separating the cases, according as k
we have the following:
is or is not less than

9If for the series above R (u K ( x a.-x )} is less than zero
we have a converging series since the series is aominated term by
term by a converging series. This is obvious for the case k > 1.
Now if k = 1 we have




ti, .... are determined constants. Then
l A
r + l Ifo ^i(x 1~x )-r-l|'
IA ot„| n UoHi(xi-xo) L m i(x i-xo )-U . . . i u i( x i-x )-rj
where £ is a determinate constant. From this it follows that
here also our series is convergent if R [v K (
x
x-x )J is negative.
If we take k < m, then referring to the leading term in
the exponent of (9) given in (11) we have tnat tne series
I n Ia a„ I converges when 3{p m (xi-x )J is negative.
Thus in showing the convergence of the series I n r |A r+1 an |
we have met the first conaition of Lemma I to ensure the summability
of order r for il(x). In regard to the second condition, we
showed above that when x ana x 4 are connected by the relations
just used for the convergence of the series £ n r |A r+1 a n | we have
lim a n = 0. Hence both conditions of Lemma I are fulfilled ana
we nave the following theorem :
Theorem I. Let x and Xi be two values of x wnich are non-
exceptional for the series il(x) ana suppose ix(x )
is summable of order r. Then il(x 4 ) is summable of
order r if RfaxiJ < r{oXo}.
Let us define the region S
r
of summability (Cr) of tne
series
-O. (x) as a region such that tl (x) is summable of oraer r
for every non-exceptional value of x in the interior of S
r
and
is not summable of order r for any non-exceptional value of x
exterior to Sr . Likewise S r is the region of summability (Cr)
for the series il (x) since obviously -Q ( x ) ana il(x) both are
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summable or not summable (Cr) for a given non-exceptional value of
x for which g(x) is finite and different from zero.
Factorial series furnish us with examples of series that
are summable (Cr) (ana in fact convergent) thruout the whole plane
for every non-exceptional value of x, summable (Cr) for a portion
of the plane, and not summable (Cr) for any value of x. Thus
il (x) may include series of all three classes. We shall assume
that for the moment we ars dealing with series jCI (x) which belong
neither to the class of everywnere summable series nor to the class
of everywhere not summable series.
Now let us divide the real numbers R{oxJ for varying
values of x into two classes A and B according as x is or
is not a point of summability (Cr) for il ( x ) . From Theorem I
we have no B is less than any A, Then it is clear that there
exists a sequence of real numbers A A> A 2j A 3 , . . . (A 1=A 2 =A 3 = . .
such that the series -fl(x) is summable (Cr) (r - 0, 1, 2, . . )
in a half-plane R(x) < A
p but not summaols (Cr) for R(x) > A r .
The number A
r
is called an abscissa of summability of order r.
If the non-exceptional values of x are such that for these values
the numbers R(cx) do not form a aense set on the whole real axis
from —• to +3C , tnen it is conceivable tnat there may be more
than one A
r
for each oner r of summability of XI (x). In that
case we take the least abscissa A
r ,
or the greatest lower bound
of the abscissae of summability (Cr) if a least A f does not exist
This unique value A
r
we shall call the abscissa of summability (C
When the series -fl(x) belongs to the class of everywhere summable
series or to the class of everywhere not-summab le series it is con-
venient to say that +« and -*« are tne abscissae of summability
(Cr) of -CL(x) respectively.
If A
r
is tne abscissa of summability (Cr) for ^i(x),
then the equation R(a x ) = A
r represents a straight line which we
snail call the ooundary of the region of summability of order r
ot XI since siKx) is summable (Cr) for every^value of x
for wnich R(cx) < A p> ana not summable (Cr) for any value of x
for which R(ox) > A

11.
We have then the following theorem:
Theorem II. There exist unique real numbers A 2 , A 3# . .
(\ x = \ s = A 3 = , . . ) such that the region oi summa-
bility (Cr) (r = 1,2,3, . . . ) of the series il(x)
[ ri(x)] is bounded by the straight line R(ox) = A
r




III. UNIFORM SUMMABILITY (Cr).
By the aid of Lemma II we shall prove the following the-
orem :
Theorem III. The series jTL(k) [ A (x)] is uniformly summable
(Cr) in any two-dimensional, closed domain D which
lies Ain the region of summability (Cr) of il(x) [Q(x)]
am contains no points which are exceptional for this
series or are limit points of points which are excep-
tional for the series.
Since the proof for tne series A (x) will obviously
proceed in a similar manner to that for XI (x) it is sufficient to
prove the theorem for the case of the series il(x).
By the statement of the tneorem concerning the domain D
it is clear that there exists a non-exceptional point x such
that -Q(x ) is summable (Cr) and R(^x ) is less than R(cx a )
for every value of xi lying in D, wnere o represents pm or
V K according as m is or is not greater than k. It follows
from Lemma II that since by the statement of tne tneorem concerning
the character of D, a n has a finite upper bouna in D, Then it
is sufficient for the proof of Theorem III to show tnat (a) the
series (5) converges uniformly for xi in D and x fixed as
just indicated;, (b) lim <*n = when x and xi are connected by
the above relations.
For the proof of (a> let us take the relation (9) which
is valid for every value of xi in D. By its aid one can con-
struct a series of positive constant terms which are term by term
greater than those of tne series (5) for every xi in D, whence,
by the use of a theorem of Weierstrass, it follows that the series
(5) is uniformly convergent in D. Likewise tor (b) using the
relation (9) and the above relations for xi and xo we see






As an immediate consequence of Theorem III we have by
a theorem of Bohr * that
the sum of the series n (x) [ XI (x)] is a f unction
s(x) of x which is analytic at every non-exceptional
point which is in the interior of its region of summa-
bility (Cr) for any value of r and is not a limit point
of exceptional points, and the derivatives of s(x) at
every such point may be found by differentiating the
series XI (x) [ fl{ x ) ] term by term.




IV. PROPERTIES OF A CERTAIN CLASS OF AUXILIARY
SERIES.
In his memoir I Professor Carmichael introduced a cer-
tain class of extenaed, generalize! Dirichlet series
A inX +A 2nX k + +A tn x
(12) DU) = E cn e
n - i
t
in view of the asymptotic form of g(x+n) with respect to n when
x is held fixed as given in relation (6). • We shall proceed to
find certain properties for this series where the hypotheses on the
A s are slightly dif f erent iroa^ in above mentioned memoir with re-
spect to summability (Cr).
In the above series tne functions Aj
n
of n for
j *2£ 1,2,3, . . . . t have the following properties!
1) one at least of the functions Aj
n
. approaches infin-
ity as n increases indefinitely ;
2) the limit lira arg A •
i
exists for every j and is
finite ;
3) in case t is greater than unity, one of the func-
tions
^jn* sa y ^ where s is fixed ), domi-
nates all others in such wise tnat
ii
Ajn
- n' *lim =
, j * s ;
n = oc a
sn
4) in case more than one ot the set A.j
n ( j = 1,2,... t
is not identically zero the function ^ sn is of





converges for every positive number T j

15.
5) in case ^ sn is tne only function of the set Aj n ,
j = 1, 2, . . . . t, which is not identically zero,
then A gn either nas tne property namei in (4)




r+1 - ,A snln2 n A e 5
converges for every T.
We shall denote tne value of the limits in 2) by tf.,
j = 1, 2, t, so that we have
tfj = lira arg Aj
n (j = 1,2, . . . t).
Now let x be a value of x such that D(x ) is sum-
mable (Or) and consider what conditions may be placea on Xi such
that D(xi) shall certainly be summabie (Cr).. By Lemma I, setting
t
u n = On e in .
^inXi +^2nxi+ . . . + A tn x t
wn = '
^inX + A 2 nXo + . . - +A tn Xo6
anl proceeding as in the case of the corresponding problem for the
series 11 (x) we see that D(xi) will be summabie (Cr) provided
that the series
r ! r + l I
(13) I n IA wj
converges, where Hq has the value
t t
^n(xrx c ) +^n(xrxj)+ . . . + ^ tn (xrxo)
Vi n ~ e
and that iim w n = 0.
n = <x




approaches the finite value ^ s as n increases indefinitely.




then obviously a positive constant E and a positive integer N
exist sucn that
Wn I < e
where n is greater than N. Now that the lim w n = is seen by
the use of the above relation and reference to the properties 1)
and 3) of the A's.
From the above inequality for w* and properties 4) and
5) of A gn it follows that the series in (13) is convergent un-
less every function Aj
n , j
= 1,2, . . t except Agn is identical-
ly equal to zero ana A gn is of constant argument b g and
r r + l - 1 A In
2 n A e sn converges for every n. For this latter case
the convergence of the series (13) can be snown in the following
manner :.
We now have
A wn - e - e
where An = l A sn | and t = e
1
s (xi~xo) . Then
A * _ a a
An 't
_ 1 / A n + i u tA w„ - A-e = M e l du
An +i
A*
i A » . < 1 /
uR(i) < R(i) . \»R(i)|A Yin\ - ,-/_ e du = A e
An hi




| r + 1 | < R(t) r + 1 A*R(t)
e
hi
Now since R(i) < by the condition on xi given in (14) above
we see that the series of which the nth term is the second member
in the inequality above is convergent. Therefore, the series of
(13) is convergent for this series is dominated term by term by a
convergent series. Thus we have from Lemma I that D(xi) is sum-
mable (Cr) provided x x and x are connecteoby the relation (12),
We have then the following theorem:
Theorem IV. If D(x ) is summable (Cr) then D(x t ) will be
summable (Cr) if
2» •There exists a unique set of real numbers a x ,A
(^1-^2=^3-
. . . ) such that the region of summability
(Cr) of the series D(x) Is bounaei by the curve
i s
R(e s x ) = a. (r = 1,2, . . .) an:* lies on that side of
i c* s
this curve tor which R(e s x ) <
Now by Lemma II, proceeding by a method similar to that
used in the proof of Tneorem III we have the following theorem con-
cerning uniform summability (Cr):
Theorem V. The series D(x) is uniformly summable (Cr) in any
closed domain S
r
lying within its region of summability
(Cr).
Then the sum of the series is a function analytic within
the region of summability (Cr) of the series, after the theorem of
Bohr
.
We shall need the following theorem:
Theorem VI. If we denote by D s (x)
x A x ^
u o Kx )
= * Cn e ,
s
n= i
then the two series D(x) and D s (x) have the same
boundary curve of the region of summability (Cr).

18.
If D(x) and D g (x) are not identical, then at least
two of the functions A an , A 2n , .... ^tn» * n are not zero
identically. Hence, so far as there is anything in the theorem
to be proved we have a A gn possessing property 4). The proof
of the theorem falls into two parts.
(a) If x is any point in the interior of the region
of summability (Cr) of D(x), then we shall show that x is like-
wise in the interior of the region of summability (Cr) of D e (x).




is the boundary of the r»gion of sum-




From this it is
clear that numbers x and xi exist such that







i ) < RU^x*) < A
r .
Then x and xi are points of summability of D(x). Applying
Lemma I, let us take for w n and an the values
AxnXo . . . . + A, xo
ur» = c n e
s ti





+ A tn x ° )
r I r + 1
Then we see that Dg (xi) is summable (Cr) if tne series I n (A an
converges and lim <*n ~ 0. That the series converges follows from
the fact that A gn pos sess^property 4) and that a positive num-
ber C and a positive integer N exist such that




when n is greater tnan N.. Tnis inequality also gives us direct-
ly lira -1 = 0. Therefore, we have the series D s (xx) summable (Cr)
Now from the summability (Cr) of D g (xi), the relation between x a
ana x in (15) and Theorem IV as applied to D g (xi), it follows




(b) Let us suppose next that x is a point in the in-
terior of the region of summability (Cr) of D g (x). Then it may
be shown that it is likewise in the interior of tne region of sum-
mability (Cr) of D(x). Since for this it is obviously sufficient
to apply Lemma I in the same way as in the preceding case, take for





^inXi + ^anxj + . . . *tn Xl ~ A sn x °
i w s
where x<> and xi satisfy relation (15), the curve R(e s x ) =A.
being now the boundary of the region of summab il ity (Cr) of D g (x).
In the next section we shall need the following special
theorem:.
Theorem VII. Let A gn De separated into two parts p sn and crgn
in such a way that A gn = p gn + agn and
W) lim *JJL =0 , , • Qr, rf n
n = ec '
and llm ar 2 Psn
exists and is finite. The boundary curve of the re-
gion of summability (Cr) is then the same for the two
series D





(x) = 2 cn e PsnX ,
n=i
provided tnat A gn has the property 4).
Obviously, tne series D
s
(x) is a special case of the
series D(x). We shall divide the proof into two parts.
(a) If x is any point in the interior of the region
of summability (Cr) of D g (x), then we shall show that x" is lit<e-
wise in the interior of tne region of summability (Cr) of D g (x)..
id s
If tUe s x ) = A is the boundary of the region of sum-
id
_s
mability (Cr) of D
g
(x), tnen H(e s x ) < A
r
..
Tnen it is obvious
that numbers x 0tad Xi exist such that relation (15) is sat-
isfied, and further x and xj are points of summability (Cr) of




sn XoUn t Cn e &u ,
s s s s
a = p Psn
x ^ A sn x o = An (xi"Xo) " °sn x *
- r | r + 1 I
We see that DJxJ is summable (Cr) if the series I n IA a n |
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converges and the limit lim <*n ~ 0. That the series converges
follows readily from tne relation (15), the second form of ocn ,
and the fact that A gn has the property 4). That the lim a„ = 9
follows from the relation (15) and the relation (1^).
From the summability (Cr) of D g (xi), the relation be-
tween xi and x in (15), and Theorem IV as applied to the ser-
ies D g (x), it follows that x is in the interior of the region
of summability (Cr) of D
s
(x).
(b) Let x be any point in the interior of the region
of summability (Cr) of D g (x), then it may be shown by a method
similar to that employed in the previous case that x is likewise
in the interior of the region of summability (Cr) of D g (x)..
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V. DETERMINATION OF THE REGIONS OF SUMMABILITY
(Cr) OF THE SERIES /2(x) AND /2(x)
IN TERMS OF THEIR COEFFICIENTS.
In the following we shall treat only the determination
of the boundary lines of the regions of summability (Cr) in terms
of tne coefficients c n of tne series Jl(x) since il(x) and
/l(x) have the same regions of summability (Cr). We shall now
introduce the following series a(x) of the form of series D(x)
which is related to fl ( x ) and which we shall use as an auxiliary
series in the solution of tne problem:
* o n Pn (xMog n + q*(x) - o n
(17) A(x) = 2 c n e e
n = i
where nas the value
(18) v on log n + ton
and pnU), qn(x) r v on ani r on are the functions denoted by these
symbols in a former section. A(x) is then a special case of
D(x) in which cn is replaced by c n e and the relation
A in x + A 2,^+ . . . + A tn x
t
= p n (x) log n + q n (x) - o h
is satisfied identically in x for every value of n. This last
relation aetermines a set of functions ^xn, ^sn t • • • ^tn satis-
fying the conditions impose! at the beginning of the previous sec-
tion.
We shall now prove tne following theorem:
Theorem VIII. Let x be a non-exceptional point for /l(x).
Then, if either of the series Jl(x), £(x) is summa-
ble (Cr) for x = x the other is likewise summable
(Or).
Let us suppose first that jfl(x ) is summable (Cr) and
put
u?i = c n g(x + n),

22.
Pn(x Q ) log n + q n (xo)
g(x + n)
Then from Lemma I it follows that A(xo) is summable (Cr) provid-
ed tnat tne series 2 n r (Ar + ^otn | converges and that lim «n = .
n = ac
The convergence of the series is obvious since by (6) <x n is a-
symptotic with respect to n to an expression proceeding in nega-
tive integral powers of n, whose limit as n increases is zero.
Hence A(xo) is summable (Cr). In a similar way we may prove
that -O.(xo) is summable (Cr) if we suppose that A(x ) is summa-
ble (Cr). Therefore, we have Theorem VIII.
Now by means of this theorem we may determine the boun-
dary lines of the regions of summability of the series XT(x). We
snail distinguish two cases according as k - m or k < m. First,
let us take k » m. From Theorems VIII and -V it follows that tne
bouniary line of the region of summability of -TL (x) is the same a
that of A(x) and hence the same as that of tne series
"
°n (v 1B log n + £in + Yin)x
I c n e e
n = i
From Theorem VII it follows tnat the boundary of the region of sum-
mability (Cr) of the latter series and hence of il ( x ) is the
same as that of tne series
(19) X e. e°* e
[K n loi x)
n-= x
In case k < m (and hence m = 2) it may be shown similarly that
the boundary of tne region of summability (Cr) of CI (x) is the





/ on v °n Lm-n J ( Pn x)(20; I c n e e
n = x
Concerning the abscissa of summability (Cr) of a general
Dirichlet series, we have tne following theorem:





Vwnere £1 < < . . . . < £ v
<
• • •
anci li m = 06 is de-
noted by ^ r and
log I n bn b v
c
r
= 1 1m sup --









> 0, A p * c r if c r - 0.
Returning now to (19) ana (20) we notice that they
are special cases of (21) in which x is replaced by ~^ K x in
the first instance and by ~"P m x in the second instance. The
boundary of the region of summability (Cr) of (21) is R(x) = A r
As in the earlier part of this paper we denote the boundary of sum-
mability (Cr) of H(x), ana hence of (19) or (20) by
R(o x ) = A
r
.
Hence, by comparing (19) and (20) with (21) and making use of
the relation as to the boundary of the region of summability (Cr)
between il(x) on tne one hand and (19) and (20) on the other
we see that if
, ,
















= Cf if c r -
where Cn in the above form is given by
(23) £ v = k v
K
log v or C v = m v
m
^
according as k - m or k < m.
Vfe shall now prove the following theorem :
*
The form of the theorem as stated is not an elegant one when
c
r
is negative, however, it is always possible by a transformation
to secure c
r
positive, then the form gives exactly tne desirea





Theorem IX. Let A
r
denote the abscissa of summab il i ty (Cr) for
the series -Q (x) tor fl (x)] so that the boundary of


















is defined by the following;
(a) in case k 1, ana m = or 1 we have
loi
n = oe log n
c - - i im sup - r
(b) in case k > 1 and k - m we have
, .
iog |c v e° v |c
r
= - lim sup —
v=<x k—
1
k * v log v






= - lim sup — -
v=x m-1
m • v
In case (a) we have merely rewritten the above expres-
sion (22) with Cn expressed as log n and have carried thru
the obvious reduction for this value. In case (b) we have re-
placed in the denominator the exponent Ln by that given in (23)
for the series. Again, for sufficiently large values of n the
Ar) a
sum c v e (when not zero) becomes tne value of tne v-th
term alone. Here -r log v in the limit obviously has the
k-I"
K V log V
value zero. We nave tnus the expression given in (b) of the the-
orem. LiKewise, ws prove tnat the abscissa in case (c) is given
by the expression of the theorem.
Comparing equations (7), (3) ana (18) we have for the
asymptotic representation of g(n)
(24) g(n) ro e
n
s„(l)
where tnis asymptotic representation is valia with respect to n

25
increasing towards +ac » We are then lei to the following corol-
lary of ineorem IX :
Corollary: Wherever e v occurs in Theorem IX we may put g(v)
and the conclusions of that theorem will still be true.
To prove this corollary let us compare the series
2 cn g(n) e g (x+n)
n-o
with the series JT(x). By means of Lemma I and the relation (24)
we see that the two series have the same non-exceptional points of
summabiiity (Cr).
If we consider now conditions upon the coefficients c^
of the series XI (x) [ A(x)l sucn that we have summabiiity (Cr),
let XI (x) [ Xl(x)] be a series which is summable (Cr) at every
non-exceptional point in some half-plane; tnat is, one whose abscis-
sa of summabiiity (Cr) is not - oc
.
Then by the above corollary






lira sup r = ti
n-oc
log n
for the case (a). Since, therefore, the abscissa of summabiiity
(Cr) is removed but a finite distance (dependent upon r ) from the
convergence abscissa (^o), tnen the necessary and sufficient condi-
tion that ft ( x ) [ XX ( x ) ] be summable (Cr) in some half-plane is
tnat a constant ta exists such that
|c
v
g(v)| < v tz v = 2
(see memoir IV).. The corollary above yields the corresponding
results for the cases (b) and (c). Thus
Theorem X. A necessary and sufficient condition that tne series
XI (x) or XI (x) shall be summable (Cr) for every non-
exceptional value of x in some half—plane is that a
constant t exists such that








(b) in case k < m
|c v g(v)| < e
tV
v = 2.
From the expression for ^
r ,
Theorem, case (a) we have





as developed by Bohr that the difference between any two adjacent
abscissae of summability (Cr) (r = 0,1,2,
, ,
) is less than unity;-
i.e.
Further, for the above series, that for eacn r
that is, the successive differences between tne abscissae of sum-
mability (Cr) (r = 0, 1, 2, . . . . ) f rm a monotone decreasing se-
quence. For the proofs of the above statements we refer to Bohr
where are also given other theorems concerning tne abscissae of
summability (Cr) for this series, together with similar statements
for the factorial and binomial series. 1 he above series is a spec-
ial case of the ji (x) series in which a. n - one° n and K r 1 .and
n
x is s"""l°§ n'Uix.
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